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D
Day 24 Fri 4/13/2018
4
R
Remind stud
dents abou
ut formal problem sett. Handoutt copies if I am able tto print anny.
T
Take questions.
T
Topic 1: Pro
oof of the equation
e
fo
or the inveerse of the E matrix inn prior set of lecture notes.
T
Topic 2: No
ondiagonaalizable maatrices, Jord
dan Canonnical Form,, Minimal polynomiaals
1. Nondiag
gonalizablee matrices
a. Not all
a matricess are diago
onalizable. In particuular, if p(t) has any reepeated rooots, its
comp
panion mattrix is not diagonaliza
d
able
b. We can still vecctorize a diifference equation
e
annd express the solutioon of the sccalar
1 0 0 ⋯ 0
equattion in the form
⋯
. But iin the
repeaated roots case,
c
using
g diagonalizzation to siimplify
is not poossible.
c. In thiis case we can use a variation
v
on
o diagonallization
d. A key
y result in linear algeebra states that every square maatrix A cann be reduceed to a
bidiag
gonal matrrix J with a particularr pattern off entries
e. The matrix
m
J is called thee Jordan Canonical
C
F
Form (JCF
F) of A. Itt has all
eigen
nvalues on the main diagonal.
d
Each
E
eigennvalue appeears as maany times aas it
occurrs as a roott in the chaaracteristic polynomi al. For eacch repeatedd root , tthere can
also be
b one or more
m
1’s on
n the first super
s
diagoonal in bettween diaggonal entriees equal
to  . All otherr entries arre equal to 0. If the m
matrix is diiagonalizabble, then thhe
diago
onalization
n is the JCF
F matrix J. Otherwise, J will bee a diagonaal matrix w
with at
least one entry of
o 1 appearing on thee main supper diagonaal.
uction of A to its JC
CF J meanss that theree exists an invertible matrix P ffor which
f. Redu
-1
P AP
P = J. Thiis holds ifff A = PJP
P -1.
ble JCF maatrices
2. Examplees of possib
a. The following
f
are
a JCF maatrices:

b. Thesee matrices have a dia
agonal blocck structure, as illustrrated below
w.
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n the zero entries
e
outsside the diaagonal bloocks are supppressed, tto make the
c. Often
diago
onal block structure more
m
apparrent, like soo:

r
en
ntries equal to a singlle eigenvallue can be broken
d. The repeated
up intto diagonaal blocks in
n all possib
ble ways, fr
from a singgle
block
k with all su
uperdiagon
nal entries equal to 1 (as for thee 7’s in
the th
hird examp
ple), to mulltiple block
ks, each wiith superdiago
onal 1’s (ass in the fou
urth examp
ple), to all 1  1 blockks (as
show
wn at right).. Howeverr, a given matrix
m
A caan only be reduced too one of thhese
possibilities
t
numbeer of diago
onal entriess for each eeigenvaluee is equal to the multiiplicity
e. The total
as a root
r
of the characterisstic polyno
omial. Thee number oof differentt diagonal blocks
for th
he eigenvallue is equaal to the num
mber of linnearly indeependent eeigenvectorrs – each
such eigenvecto
or gives risse to a blocck. The sizze of the laargest block for a givven
eigen
nvalue is eq
qual to the multiplicitty as a rooot of the miinimal polyynomial. ((This is
easy to
t show by
y consideriing what haappens whhen we subbstitute a J matrix intoo a
polyn
nomial.) More
M
on thiis later. Alll of these aspects proovide partiial informaation
aboutt the JCF of
o a matrix, but they do
d not provvide enouggh informaation to preedict
what the JCF iss. For exam
mple, suppose the chaaracteristicc polynom
mial of somee 8  8
7
matriix is (t – 7)) (t – 5), and
a there arre 3 indepeendent eigeenvectors ffor 7. Thuus there
have to be seven
n 7’s on th
he diagonall of the JCF
F, and therre have to be three bllocks
with 7’s. Supp
pose also th
hat the min
nimal polynnomial is ((t – 7) 3 (t – 5). That tells us

he largest of the bloccks has to be
b 3  3. B
But there aare two posssible JCF’’s given
that th
this in
nformation
n:
orithm thatt can be used to consttruct the apppropriate block for each
f. Theree is an algo
indep
pendent eig
genvector, but we aree not goingg to go intoo that. Norr will we seee a
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proof that JCF’s as described here always exist, and have the properties described. I
am mentioning all this mainly to provide some context for the one special case we
will examine in detail: the case of a characteristic polynomial with only one distinct
root.
3. Minimal polynomials
a. We considered these in prior exercises (including an optional problem in formal
problem set 3)
b. In an earlier lecture, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem was mentioned. It states: If p(t) is
the characteristic polynomial for a square matrix A, then p(A) equals the zero matrix.
This is sometimes described by saying that p(t) annihilates A.
c. The minimal polynomial is the monic polynomial of lowest degree that annihilates A.
It is unique. Moreover, it is a divisor of every polynomial that annhilates A. In
particular, the minimal polynomial of A is a divisor of the characteristic polynomial.
These facts are simple consequence of polynomial long division, and the fact that the
remainder, if one occurs, has lower degree than the divisor.
d. Problem 2b of the third formal problem set implies that for a companion matrix C,
the characteristic polynomial is the same as the minimal polynomial. So for each
eigenvalue  of C the size of the largest block in the JCF must equal the
multiplicity of  as a root of the characteristic polynomial. But that implies that there
must be exactly one block for . This is also implied by another fact we derived
earlier: each eigenvalue has only one independent eigenvector, and therefore one
block in the JCF.
e. This is actually an iff theorem: The JCF of matrix A has exactly one diagonal block
for each eigenvalue iff the characteristic polynomial equals the minimal polynomial,
and those conditions hold iff A is similar to a companion matrix.
f. In general, any power of a block diagonal matrix can be computed by just raising the
diagonal blocks to the power. This extends to an easy calculation of a polynomial in
a block diagonal matrix – we just apply the polynomial separately to each diagonal
block. In particular, it is easy to see that for any k  k diagonal block B with ’s on
the diagonal and 1’s on the super-diagonal, the minimal polynomial is (t – ) k,
because B – I is a k  k N matrix. This shows that the minimal polynomial for the
full J matrix has the same exponent on the factor (t – ) as the k for the largest
diagonal block for . In other words, the largest diagonal block for  is k  k where
k is the multiplicity of  as a root of the minimal polynomial.
4. JCF for a companion matrix
a. We already know that there is a single independent eigenvector for every eigenvalue.
b. The JCF must have exactly one block for each eigenvalue, so we can predict the JCF
just by knowing the factorization of the characteristic polynomial
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c. As in the repeated roots case, there is an explicit formulation of the P matrix for the
JCF of a companion matrix, and it is a variant of the Vandermonde matrix we saw
before
d. Also as before, there is a simple formula for expressing powers of the JCF matrix J.
So we can compute an equation in the form
1 0 0 ⋯ 0
⋯
e. However, I know of no simple way to simplify
⋯
in the distinct roots case, even with a very special choice of initial terms.

as we did

5. Special Case: only one distinct root
a. The characteristic polynomial would have to be of the form

.

b. The JCF has just one n  n diagonal block, with ’s on the diagonal and all 1’s on the
first superdiagonal.
c. We will see that in this case we can find a simple formulation for both P and P -1.
End of Day

